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Abstract
Requirement prioritization helps to determine which set of 
requirements should be implemented in certain release within 
limited constraints and provide higher customers satisfaction. In 
this paper a fuzzy logic based requirement prioritization (FLRP) 
approach is introduced that prioritize the requirements on small, 
medium and large scale, and take the advantage of both customers 
and developers preference to prioritize the requirements. The 
proposed approach prioritizes the requirements on the basis 
of customer importance, cost, time, risk and fuzzy decision 
making. Fuzzy decision making helps to solve the uncertainty and 
negotiation concept in requirement prioritization. The approach 
is implemented on the tool like Matlab. Paper defines a priority 
function which helps to determine the priority of requirements 
using various input parameters.
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I. Introduction
Requirement prioritization is the most important activity of 
requirement engineering whose aim is to identify most important 
requirements which should be implemented in current release. 
Projects are often faced various constraints such as budget, 
deadline, market value, risk etc. during software development. 
Due to this projects often cannot implement all the requirements. 
Stakeholder needs to make decision which requirement should be 
implemented under these constraints that yields higher customer 
satisfaction [15]. Mostly requirement prioritization techniques 
are based on to select requirements on the basis of importance 
of requirement. They ignore other essential parameters. The 
research of Standish CHOAS shows that 52.7% projects may 
fail due to exceed in budget and time while the software projects 
are completed and operationally very well. Only 16.2% projects 
are completed on time within budget and satisfy the all customer 
expectations and 31.1% are impaired projects. Another survey 
conducted by Robbins Gioia conclude the similar situation that 1 
out of 5 IT projects get successes and bring complete satisfaction 
[11].
Negotiation and conflicting requirements is another issue in 
requirement prioritization. Negotiation is necessary to handle 
conflicts in order to get set of requirements that may satisfy all 
stakeholder involved [7]. But it is very hard to resolve differences 
between customers and developers. Customers set the priority 
level according to his satisfaction and developers set the priority 
level of requirements after understanding and estimate all the 
needed resources [9]. A situation may aeries where neither the 
developers nor the customers have agreement on the settlement 
of requirements. Similar situation occur where more than one 
decision maker are involved. Uncertainty [6] may also introduce 
in requirement prioritization, a state of having limited knowledge 
where it is impossible to exactly describe anything. Hence, uses of 
requirement prioritization techniques that do not take uncertainty 
into account are of minimal use in case which involves minimal 
knowledge.

Due to wrong selection of requirements the projects not only suffer 
from its quality but also dissatisfy the customers.  Selection of 
right subset of requirements fulfill all intersects and preferences 
of customers and project implemented under various constraints 
will enhance the business value [8]. After analyzing all these 
issues, we have need to implement such a technique that resolve 
all these issues and the result provide those requirements which 
provide higher customer satisfaction and completed within time, 
budget because at beginning we read that the major reason (52.7%) 
of failure of projects are that they are not completed within time 
and budget. For this purpose a fuzzy logic based requirement 
prioritization (FLRP) approach is introduced that prioritize the 
requirement on the basis of customer importance, cost, time and 
risk. Customers and developers both are involved in prioritization 
process. Section II provides the systematic literature survey of 
requirement prioritization techniques. In section III proposed 
fuzzy logic based requirement prioritization (FLRP) approach 
is described that prioritize the requirements using all essential 
parameters in the environment where multiple stakeholders are 
involved and suitable for any size of project. Section IV described 
the whole implementation procedure using fuzzy Mamdani system 
on MATLAB. Result of prioritization approach is described in 
section V. Finally section VI shows the conclusion.

II. Literature Review
Over the last few years, several researches have been devoted to 
develop cost effective quality software. Various authors such as 
Nuseibeh and Easterbrook (2000), Bergman and Klefsjo (2003) 
think the various challenges faced with software engineering 
and conclude that really the developed software project fulfill 
the customer needs. There are not fixed solution to analyze that. 
However requirement engineering is the first step toward software 
development process that identify, document and model the 
customers’ need. Requirement prioritization is one of the critical 
activity of requirement engineering that helps to implements the 
requirements according to customers need [15]. Various techniques 
have been proposed to prioritize the requirements. 
Satty (1980) first developed the Analytical Hierarchical Process 
(AHP) but Karlsson(1998) applied this technique in software 
engineering. AHP is multicriteria decision making technique 
which uses the pairwise comparison matrix to calculate the relative 
importance of requirements with respect to one another. AHP assign 
the value ranging from 9 to 1/9, where 9 use for extreme value and 
1 for equal. After that weight is derived for each element. AHP 
is the powerful technique but the major problem is that it works 
only in the environment where single stakeholder is involved and 
suitable for small numbers of requirements. Calculation becomes 
very complex when number of requirements increase as 100, 
1000 etc. because n (n-1)/2 pairwise comparisons are needed for 
n numbers of requirements. Karlsson also introduced Hierarchy 
AHP, an extension of AHP that prioritize requirements only at same 
hierarchy level and reduce the number of redundant comparison. 
Another extension of AHP is Fuzzy AHP which is used to resolve 
the incompleteness and fuzzyness associated with requirements by 
single stakeholder [3]. Karlsson and Ryan [1] describe cost-value 
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approach to prioritize the requirements which uses AHP technique 
for pairwise comparison according to relative value and cost of 
requirement, hence it is very time consuming.
Wiegers [2] present semi – quantitive analytical approach for 
giving rank to requirements. It prioritize requirements on the basis 
of value, Cost and risk using scale 1to 9. Finally it uses the formula 
to assign the priority. It is suitable only for small project. Another 
prioritization technique is cumulative voting / Hundred dollar test 
described by Leffingwell and Widrig [10] in 1999 in which 100 
imaginary units are given to each participants which distributes 
these units among the requirements that has to be prioritized. 
Participants have freedom to distribute these imaginary units. 
CV involve heavy human involvement and not effective for large 
size of project. 
Sommerville and Sawyer [4] mention numerical assignment in 
his study. This technique is based on grouping which group the 
requirements according to their specific traits in different priority 
groups. Various stakeholders are involved and each stakeholder 
assigned a number on a scale 1 to 5 to each requirement. Major 
problem is that have not clear definition of groups. Hatton 
[14] mention ranking in his study, ranking is very simple and 
straightforward technique that ranks the requirements from 1 
to n, where n shows the number of requirements. Karlsson [3] 
introduced binary search tree, bubble sort technique in a field of 
requirement prioritization to provide rank to requirements. Beck [5] 
combines the numerical assignment and ranking, and introduced 
a new technique of prioritization called planning game.
Karlsson et al. [3] introduces minimal spanning tree and priority 
groups in the field of requirement prioritization. MST minimizes 
the redundancy and number of comparisons from AHP. The basic 
idea in MST is that all the redundant comparisons from AHP 
need not to be performed at all. By this MST required only (n-1) 
comparison need to be performed instead of n (n-1)/2 as in AHP. 
Priority groups use the basic idea of numerical assignment. In 
numerical assignment technique groups requirement into priority 
groups only once but in priority group repeatedly divide the groups 
in priority groups. In Top 10 requirement prioritization technique 
stakeholder pick their top 10 requirements from a large set of 
requirements. MoSCoW [14] is another technique that categories 
the requirements into must have, should have, could have and 
won’t have groups.
According to Laurent et al. these techniques are simple and straight 
forward and some techniques provide better result when they 
performed in small project but they do not support negotiation 
and large size project. Requirement Triage is cluster based method 
and uses the negotiation concept to prioritize the requirements. It 
is three stage process that organized the requirements into cluster 
of various features. Clusters are prioritized using prioritization 
method AHP or BST etc. Stakeholders can be negotiated a cluster 
level [12]. Another negotiation based approach is Theory W. Dr. 
Barry Boehm introduced this concept in 1989. Negotiations are 
conducted among various stakeholders to resolve the differences. 
Stakeholders are rank their requirements before actual negotiations 
start and each stakeholder are in win situation [13].  
As the study of above these techniques, AHP provide comparatively 
better result but in this comparison increase exponentially as the 
requirements increase. Most of these are not suitable for medium 
and large size project and not consider all essential parameters 
to prioritize the requirements mostly work on the preference of 
customer importance. All these techniques are either manual or 
algorithmic base. Codes written in various language are very 
complex task and very time consuming and in manual process 

the probability of making error are very high and heavy human 
effort are involved.    

III. Proposed Work - Fuzzy Logic based Requirement 
Prioritization (FLRP): An Approach
FLRP is a rule base approach to prioritize the requirements on 
the behalf of customer importance, cost, value and risk. Fuzzy 
logic is suitable for modeling the uncertain and imprecise 
knowledge in human reasoning. In requirement prioritization 
fuzzy logic helps us to decide degree to which we can take the 
requirements. Customers and developers both are involved in 
prioritization process. Customers can properly estimate how much 
the requirements are beneficial for them and project developing 
team can properly estimate the corresponding cost, time and risk 
of particular requirements. So it takes the benefits of both and 
prioritizes the requirements at any scale because only one time 
rule generation is required and applicable for any size of projects. 
Fig. 1 shows the flow diagram of FLRP approach. 

Fig. 1: Flow Diagram

The procedures to prioritize the requirements are as follows:
Step 1. •	 Collect all the requirements that you want to 
prioritize.
Step 2.•	  Calculate the value of customer importance on a scale 
ranging from 0.0 to 100.0; value 0 for low importance and 
100 for high importance; customers assign these values on 
the basis of importance of requirement for them.

CI value may be given by single customer or multiple customers. 
If the single customer is involved in prioritization process then 
take the corresponding value of customer for input. But in 
real environment multiple customers are involved then in this 
situation customers are asked to tick their importance value of 
each requirement on a scale ranging from 0 to 100 and 0 to 100 
are divided into equal range of three groups. In each group count 
the number of ticks. Group having highest number of counts is 
the winner. If the numbers of counts tie between groups then 
take maximum range group. Calculate the average value within 
maximum range group or winner group, from the value assigned 
by the customers and this average value will be the input for the 
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customer importance. 
Step 3.•	  Estimate the relative cost to implement each 
requirement on a scale ranging from 0.0 to10.0; 0 for low 
and 10 for high. Developers estimate the implementation 
cost by analyzing all factors such as requirement complexity, 
effort, material and resources required to implement each 
requirement.
Step 4. •	 Estimate the relative time duration is required to 
implement each requirement. Developers estimate the time 
duration ranging from 0.0 to 10.0; low value represents the 
low time required and high value represents the high time 
duration is required to implement the requirements. 
Step 5. •	 Estimate the relative risk associated with each 
requirement. Again developer estimates the risk ranging from 
0.0 to 10.0 represents low to high. Risk is the probability of 
having something going wrong and caused by external or 
internal vulnerabilities.

If any conflicts occur to calculate relative cost, time, and risk 
between multiple developers then follow the same procedure as 
apply in step 2. 

Step 6. •	 Apply the fuzzification and defuzzification 
respectively on customer importance, cost, time and risk as 
input parameter; and priority as output parameter. The whole 
procedure of fuzzification and defuzzification are described 
in section IV.
Step 7. •	 Calculate the priority order and group of each 
requirement.

IV. Implementation and Analysis
Fuzzy Logic based Requirement Prioritization approach is designed 
using fuzzy inference system in Matlab to determine the priority 
of requirements. In this approach we are using Mamdani fuzzy 
system as it is best suited to adopt this approach. Fuzzy inference 
system is a computer paradigm implying a collection of fuzzy 
sets, membership functions, fuzzy rules and reasoning [16]. To 
develop Mamdani fuzzy system our first step is to define input 
and output parameters. Once the input and output parameters are 
defined our next step is to define the degree to which they belongs 
to fuzzy sets using membership functions. Our input parameters 
are customer importance, cost, value and risk having membership 
functions high, medium and low as shown in fig. 2 input parameter 
risk with membership function. All these membership functions 
are of Gaussian type. Our output parameter is priority having 
membership function EVH, VH, H, HM, M, LM, L, VL, and EVL 
as shown in fig. 3. These membership functions are of Triangular 
type. All these membership functions are defined in membership 
function editor of fuzzy logic toolbox. Output functions are called 
on the combinations of input parameters. To called output function 
our next step is to define fuzzy rules. A fuzzy rule is simple IF 
– THEN rule with a condition and a conclusion. The ‘IF’ part of 
the rules describe the condition and the ‘THEN’ part describe the 
response of the fuzzy system. Rules are defined using the rule 
editor in matlab’s fuzzy toolbox as shown in fig. 4. Rules are 
generated using expert judgments as they provide the result that the 
project will be completed on time and within budget and provide 
higher customers’ satisfaction. When the priority is calculated 
these rules are exercised. Using the combinations of four inputs 
parameters eighty one rules are generated and they classified as 
either EVH, VH, H, HM, M, LM, L, VL, or EVL.

Fig. 2: Membership Function for Risk

Fig. 3: Membership Function for Priority

Fig. 4: Rule Base

V.  Result
Using the fuzzy logic tool on Matlab we have developed the fuzzy 
logic based requirement prioritization approach. Now, we check 
this approach on practical example to calculate the priority of 
requirements. In this approach we have taken four input parameter 
namely customer importance, cost, time and risk corresponds 
to each requirements. Customer Importance is calculated by 
customers and cost, time, risk is calculated by project developers 
that have perfection in this field. In table 1 we have taken 11 
requirements from R1 to R11 and their corresponding value of 
each parameter calculated by customers and project developers.  
Priority orders are calculated by using the rule viewer as shown 
in fig. 5. Requirements with higher the weights have higher the 
priority and lower the weights have lower the priority. If the 
same requirement is comes under two groups then in higher order 
group requirement have low priority and in lower order group 
requirement have high priority. Rules are generated on the basis of 
that the project will be completed on time and within budget and 
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provide higher customer satisfaction. Table 2 shows the priorities 
order of all the requirements, higher the CI and lower the cost, 
time, risk has highest the priority and so on. Surface view in fig. 6 
shows the relationship between customer importance, cost, time, 
risk and priority.

Fig. 5: Rule Viewer

Table 1: Requirement with Input Parameter
Sr. 
No.

Require-
ments

Customer 
Importance Cost Time Risk Priority 

1 R1 61 2 1 4 75.1
2 R2 01 9 9 9 8.75
3 R3 50 5 5 5 62.1
4 R4 25 5 7 9 34.1
5 R5 12 1 1 1 63.0
6 R6 88 9 8 9 41.7
7 R7 100 1 1 0 95.0
8 R8 38 5 9 2 49.0
9 R9 71 7 7 4 59.9
10 R10 15 5 10 8 20.8
11 R11 82 2 1 1 85.8

Table 2: Priority order of Requirements
Sr. 
No.

Require-
ments

Customer 
Importance Cost Time Risk Priority 

1 R7 100 1 1 0 95.0 
EVH

2 R11 82 2 1 2 85.8
3 R1 61 2 1 4 75.1
4 R5 12 1 1 1 63.0
5 R3 50 5 5 5 62.1
6 R9 71 7 7 4 59.9
7 R8 38 5 9 2 49.0
8 R6 88 9 8 9 41.7
9 R4 25 5 7 9 34.1
10 R10 15 5 10 8 20.8

11 R2 01 9 9 9 8.75 
EVL

Fig. 6: Surface View

VI. Conclusion
We study the fuzzy logic based requirement prioritization approach 
to calculate the priority of requirements that assign the priority 
order in such a way that the project will be completed within time 
and budget and provide higher customer satisfaction. We conclude 
that one time rule generation is required and can be applied for any 
size of project. The effect of rules has been observed by simulating 
the approach using fuzzy logic toolbox of Matlab. Result shows 
that the priority will be high when the customer importance will 
high and cost, time and risk will low. FLRP approach prioritizes 
the requirements using the advantages of both customers and 
developers.  
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